**Verb Tense Practice Answer Key**

*Directions: Circle the correct verb tense in each sentence.*

*Example: Jacob (ride, has ridden, rode) his skateboard to school last week.*

1. Although Diane (is feeling, felt, feels) very sick, she decided to go to the party anyway.

2. She (have been, has been, will be) to France three times.

3. You (have grown, grow, has grown) since the last time I saw you.

4. I (has not, have not, did not) been able to sleep for a week now.

5. Do you (speak, speaking, spoke) English?

6. When I first saw her, she (was standing, has stood, has been standing) on the balcony.

7. She (had read, reads, is reading) for more than 15 minutes when the teacher arrived.

8. Every time I see that movie, it (had made, makes, made) me cry.

9. I (has stopped, will be stopping, stopped) smoking three years ago.

10. The movie that we (saw, will see, seen) on Monday was very good.